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Abstract—We propose herein an approach for reformulating
an equation-based modeling algorithm to an algorithm similar
to that of training artificial intelligence (AI) and accelerate
this algorithm using high-performance accelerators to reduce
the huge computational costs encountered for physics equation-
based modeling in earthquake disaster mitigation. A fast scalable
equation-based implicit solver on unstructured finite elements is
accelerated with a Tensor Core-enabled matrix-vector product
kernel. The developed kernel attains 1.10 ExaFLOPS, leading
to 416 PFLOPS for the whole solver on full Summit. This
corresponds to a 75-fold speedup from a previous state-of-the-
art solver running on full Piz Daint. This result could lead to
breakthroughs in earthquake disaster mitigation. Our new idea in
the HPC algorithm design of combining equation-based modeling
with AI is expected to have broad impacts in other earth science
and industrial problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The motion and deformation of Earth’s plates cause earth-
quakes in between plate boundaries as well as inside the
plates, and tsunamis can occur from earthquakes below the
ocean. These phenomena cause a catastrophic damage to
cities and the society. The 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and
tsunami caused 230,000 fatalities. The 2010 Haiti earthquake
caused 310,000 fatalities. Even in a highly earthquake- and
tsunami-prepared area like Japan, the 2011 Tohoku earthquake
and tsunami caused 22,000 fatalities. Many earthquakes are
causing damage over the globe, and North America is not an
exception. For example, strong shaking and a tsunami were
caused in 1700 by a magnitude 9 earthquake with a 20 m
slip over a 1000 km area in the Cascadia Subduction Zone
where the oceanic plate is subducting under the North America
Plate (Fig. 1) [1]. A recurrence of this earthquake could cause
a catastrophic damage. A magnitude 8 earthquake is also
anticipated at the San Andreas Fault System, which may be
affected by the plate activity in the Cascadia Subduction Zone.
Even though felt earthquakes have been rare in this region

Fig. 1. Location of the Cascadia Subduction Zone and the San Andreas Fault.
The San Andreas Fault and the other plate boundaries are denoted as the red
and green lines, respectively. The color contours indicate the presumed fault
slip distribution of the Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake in 1700 [1]. The
circles show the earthquake distribution (≥6 magnitude) in 1900–2019 [2].
Some disastrous earthquakes (purple circles) and damaged cities along the
San Andreas Fault are shown with the M7.1–2019 Ridgecrest earthquake [2]
(red circle).

recently, plates are continuously moving, thereby accumulating
strain. Fig. 1 shows past large earthquakes that caused damage
(≥6 magnitude) (e.g., the 1906 San Francisco earthquake that
caused 3000 fatalities and the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake
that also caused severe damage). For the first time in 25
years since the 1994 Northridge earthquake, a large earthquake
occurred this year in southern California, and future activity
is of high interest.



Although considered to be distant from realization, we
believe that earthquake forecasting is an important future com-
plement for earthquake disaster mitigation. Although short-
term earthquake forecasting is considered very difficult or
impossible, we expect probabilistic long-term earthquake fore-
casting to become possible by constructing a physics-based
earthquake model with the realistic geometry of the plates
and assimilating it with observation data by computing gov-
erning equations. Accordingly, the Modeling Collaboratory
for Subduction of the SZ4D Initiative [3] in the US and
the Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion [4] in
Japan are conducting research toward this direction. However,
the huge computational cost required in this huge spatial and
temporal scale problem has hindered realization.

II. 416-PFLOPS IMPLICIT SOLVER ON UNSTRUCTURED
FINITE ELEMENTS WITH 1.10-EXAFLOPS KERNEL

In equation-based earthquake modeling solving governing
physics-based equations, the crust and plate structure and fault
geometry are modeled in high fidelity, and force propagation
with plate movement is analyzed. Modeling can be improved
by assimilation with the observation data for forecasting long-
term earthquake activities. From a computational viewpoint,
the bottleneck is in computing the visco-elastic-plastic time-
history response of complex heterogeneous three-dimensional
structures; thus, we use an unstructured low-order finite-
element method suitable for solving such problems. For ex-
ample, in long-term earthquake forecasting considering the
full Cascadia Subduction Zone and the San Andreas Fault
System (Fig. 1), a 1000 km × 1000 km region must be
computed for the duration of a few hundred years in the km-
scale resolution for reliability and quality. The algorithm of
the visco-elastic-plastic time-history analyses can be mapped
to elastic analysis algorithms; therefore, the cost of this visco-
elastic-plastic computation is equivalent to solving 1010−12

degree-of-freedom problems for 104−6 times for 102−3 cases.
Such analysis is one of the core analyses conducted in solid
earth science; thus, many methods were developed (e.g., [5]
and [6]). However, this analysis is 102−3-fold larger compared
to those in the previous studies.

The state-of-the-art solver for this type of problem is the
SC16 WACCPD Best Paper Award [7] solver, based on the
SC14 Gordon Bell Prize finalist solver [8]. The evaluation of
the performance of the state-of-the-art solver on a 1.49×1010

degrees-of-freedom model constructed for a 1944 km × 2646
km × 480 km region in Fig. 1 with a complex crust structure
showed that a significant boost in the performance with at
least a 50-fold speedup was required. We targeted performance
acceleration using Tensor Cores. Tensor Cores are regarded
capable of accelerating deep learning-type applications, but
difficult to use in accelerating equation-based modeling from
the aspect of a large data movement and computation sizes
as well as numerical accuracy. We reconstructed herein an
equation-based modeling algorithm to that similar to a deep
learning-type algorithm, such that we can effectively utilize
Tensor Cores for the unstructured low-order finite-element

implicit solver that leads to an extremely fast time-to-solution
and high scalability up to the full Summit system. The low-
order unstructured finite-element analysis becomes small-sized
matrix computations; thus, it is considered to be one of the
most difficult equation-based modeling problems to attain per-
formance using Tensor Cores. Even under such circumstances,
the development of a new algorithm and implementation with
a special consideration lead to the core kernel performance
of 1.10 ExaFLOPS and the whole solver performance of
416 PFLOPS. The developed method running on full Summit
corresponds to a 75.6-fold speedup from the state-of-the-art on
full Piz Daint. Considering the 215/25 = 8.6-fold difference in
the FP64 system peak performance between Summit and Piz
Daint, we can see that this 75.6-fold speedup was very high
and sufficient for resolving the bottleneck mentioned in the
previous section.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Convergence of equation-based modeling and AI by HPC
is expected to enable solving problems that was impossible
before (e.g., [9] showed algorithm design to reduce arithmetic
count by using AI on an iterative solver). This study showed a
new direction in HPC of converging equation-based modeling
and AI by transforming an equation-based modeling algorithm
to an algorithm similar to that used for constructing AI, such
that Tensor Cores can be used to accelerate equation-based
modeling. By this convergence, we enabled an application
far beyond the state-of-the-art that scales up to full Summit.
Attaining a high efficiency even on a computer architecture
that is not straightforward to attain performance with equation-
based problems is made possible by using an algorithm that
reduces data access cost through local basis expansions. Such
problem reconstruction is similar to local function expan-
sions; thus, it is a general idea applicable to other problems
according to the target computer architecture characteristics.
Earthquakes pose important scientific problems of high social
importance. We developed herein an extremely fast equation-
based earthquake modeling method by convergence of HPC
and AI and conducted an application analysis to show its
capability as a key tool toward resolving the computer science
and computational science bottleneck of long-term earthquake
forecasting. We plan to use this method to enable the long-
term earthquake forecasting, which may play a key role in
future earthquake disaster mitigation.
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